Tinning the cooking utensils in common use in India, is a question that often gives rise to a considerable amount of trouble in consequence of the "knlai" wearing off very rapidly, and exposing the surface of the copper when the work is badly or carelessly done. The blame is usually attributed either to an insufficient coating of tin being applied, or to the cooks cleaning the surface of the utensils with sand and thus laying bare the copper.
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The result is probably a committee, which either throws the blame on the cooks or the tinning contractor, and causes much trouble to the regimental authorities and the commissariat department A short time ago when inspecting the hospital cooking utensils which had been tinned two days before, I observed they were all of a dull greyish colour, and had not the bright silvery appearance of tin. I suspected that some other metal had been mixed with the tin used for " kalaiing," and on rubbing the surface of the suspected degcliies with a clean cloth stretched tightly over the finger,-I obtained the unmistakeable stain of lead, and could even detect the bright specks of the metal in the fibres of the cloth.
On making a further examination of the Battery utensils, I found them in, if possible, a worse state, and on scraping and chemically testing the surface, I fouiul that the so-called "tin" was about one-half lead. In this case the contractor lost his contract and was fined the entire amount of his security by thecommissariat officer.
On making enquiries from the commissariat sergeants and the medical subordinates, I find this use of lead is much more common than is suspected, and though the fact of the tinning being bad is frequently apparent, I The tin as sold in the bazars is generally in thin strips, cracks when bent, is of a silvery appearance and of a low specific gravity, viz., 7*2; when lead is mixed with tin it bends more easily, and rapidly assumes a greyish colour when exposed to air : it will also mark paper with the well-known lead mark, while tin will only crease the surface.
The simplest way to test the admixture of lead in the "kalai" is to dean the surface and rub it hard with a cotton cloth stretched tightly over the fore-finger, a slight stain will come off from the first few rubs, even though the tin be pure, but after a few applications the cloth will remain quite clean, while, if lead be mixed with it, the more it is rubbed the blacker will be the stain; spiculse of lead also will be visible in a strong light. The discovery of lead in very minute quantities in soda water by Dr. McNaraara created quite a sensation out here, but I think it will be allowed that lead in one's daily food is a far worse danger, as comparatively a small section of the community is exposed to the danger of poisoned effervescing waters, while every one, from the infant to the adult, is liable to suffer from badly tinned cooking pots.
Perhaps the subject may be of sufficient importance to the profession in India, to warrant a hope that a general testing of the "kalai" in use at the different stations may be made.
The physical properties of tin are so unmistakeably different from lead, that the most inexperienced chemist cannot fail in telling the difference.
C awn poke, August 1876.
